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8
JIHAD HYMNS (NASH DS) AS A MEANS OF

SELF-MOTIVATION IN THE HAMBURG GROUP

Tilman Seidensticker 

1. Bahaji’s Wedding 

The unexpectedly significant role of ritual elements in the Spiritual 
Manual has a parallel in another first-hand source that sheds light on the 
9/11 attackers’ milieu. Among the body of evidence seized in connection 
with the Hamburg group, there is a videotape showing the wedding 
ceremony of Said Bahaji. Bahaji, born in Germany to a German mother 
and a Moroccan father and belonging to the Hamburg group, fled a few 
days before 9/11. He seems to be alive, as he still sends e-mails to his 
wife, who is of Turkish origin. The video was recorded on 9 October 
1999, and it contains about 50 minutes of footage from the public wed-
ding ceremony held in the al-Kuds Mosque in Hamburg. As is common 
in very strict Islamic circles, there were two separate gatherings: one for 
the female guests and one for the males. The video shows the men’s gath-
ering; among the 50 to 60 people attending, there were some children as 
well.251 Among the guests were Ziad Jarrah and Marwan al-Shehhi, who 
lost their lives in the attacks of September 2001, and Ramzi Binalshibh. 
Binalshibh is one of the two chief planners of 9/11, the other one being 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed; both have since been arrested in Pakistan 
and are presently in US detention at an unknown location.  
 Some parts of the ceremony conform to what one would expect to 
happen at a Muslim wedding. At the beginning, a young man of Turkish 
origin welcomes the guests in German, Arabic and Turkish and, among 
other things, expresses his delight at this Arabic–Turkish marriage, 
something that, he says, has regrettably gone out of fashion in the past 50 
to 70 years. Later on, Bahaji thanks his guests for having accepted the 
invitation, adding that the Prophet Mu ammad imposed acceptance of 
such invitations as a religious duty on every Muslim. Shortly afterwards, 
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a Turkish imam from another Hamburg mosque delivers a short and 
quite unremarkable address in Arabic, expressing his best wishes to the 
couple. Later still, an Arabic wedding song is sung by a quartet. After-
wards a Moroccan imam gives a speech in Arabic on some aspects of 
marriage, and the procession of the guests congratulating the bridegroom 
and his father-in-law concludes the video. 

2. Jihadist Elements in the Wedding Ceremony

These conventional elements are interspersed with scenes of a decidedly 
Jihadist character which, for the outside observer, are hardly compatible 
with the occasion of a wedding. Specifically, these scenes are: 
 1. a three-minute political speech by Ramzi Binalshibh, including a 

poem by the Syrian poet ‘Umar Ab  R sha (1910–90) which 
bears the title ‘After the Catastrophe’ (Ba‘d al-nakba); 

 2. a battle-song, about five minutes long, encouraging the ‘adher-
ents of monotheism’ to fight ‘heresy’; 

 3. a second political statement by Binalshibh, about one and a half 
minutes long, in which he mentions the glorious conquest of 
Constantinople in 1453 and says that colonialists and oriental- 
ists later succeeded in sowing the seeds of discord among the 
Muslims; 

 4. a song of five and a half minutes duration, praising military 
activity as the Muslim’s real way of serving his God; 

 5. another song of four minutes length on the delights of dying as a 
martyr. 

Of particular interest are the songs in scenes 4 and 5, as they represent a 
genre of religiously imbued music that apparently plays an enormous 
role in Jihadist circles. I leave aside the battle-song of scene 2, because 
its religious focus is not particularly evident. In fact, the two notions 
of ban  al-taw d ‘adherents of monotheism’ and il d ‘heresy’ are the 
only religious terms in it, and they are comparatively vague. 

3. A Jihad Poem from the Eighth Century Set to Music

A translation of the song is presented first, followed by an explanation. 
The wording of the song in scene 4 is as follows: 
 1. O ‘Servant of the two Holy Places’, if you saw us, you would 

know that you are only playing in your worship! 
 2. Others may tinge their cheeks with tears: our throats are tinged 

with our blood. 
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 3. Others may exhaust their horses for idle purposes: our horses are 
worn out during the morning encounter with the enemy. 

 4. You smell of perfume, but our perfume is the dust stirred up by 
hooves, and the dust is the better perfume. 

 5. From the sayings of our Prophet, there has come down to us a 
reliable, truthful word which does not lie: 

 6. ‘A man will never smell both the dust of God’s cavalry and the 
smoke of a blazing fire [in hell]’.252

 7. This is God’s book, speaking among us, and it does not lie when 
saying ‘the martyr is not dead’.253

The words of this song are a poem by ‘Abdall h Ibn Mub rak (d. AD

797) who was a transmitter of Prophetic tradition and is regarded as one 
of the founders of Sufism. He took part in several jihad campaigns and 
wrote a famous book on that topic, his Kit b al-Jih d. The poem is 
addressed to another Sufi and expert on the Prophetic tradition named al-
Fu ayl Ibn ‘Iy  (d. AD 803) who was called ‘Servant of the Two Holy 
Places’.254 The text of the poem is related in the Koran commentary by 
Ibn Kath r (d. AD 1373), where it is quoted to elucidate verse 200 of 
surah 3. It is composed in the classical K mil metre. During the wedding, 
one of the singers first reads out the words of the poem; afterwards, the 
quartet sings it with numerous repetitions. A much more professional 
version of the song can be found on the Internet.255

4. A Modern Martyr Song

The song in scene 5 reads as follows: 
 1. I wished life as a delight, as travel and struggle,  
 2. and I chose my path myself and moved forward fast on it, 
 3. and I became a fire and a light and… [?] and a perfume,  
 4. until I died as a martyr, welcoming the fate of death. 
 5. The light fills my eyes, and the paradise virgins sit in the grasp of 

my right hand,  
 6. and I sing like an angel amidst gardens and springs. 
 7. These gardens are my abode, and my wounds are its perfume;  
 8. enchantment, joy and wine: what a fine place of rest! 
 9. My fellows are the prophets and my brothers are the (other) 

martyrs,  
 10. and God bestows on us the shadows of a merciful love. 
 11. In God’s gardens I live in a thousand and one worlds,  
 12. and anything I desire is brought to me swiftly. 
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 13. Don’t say about those who went away yesterday: We lost them!  
 14. If dwelling in the Garden of Eternity means being lost, then it is 

better that you should lose me. 

The text is composed in the classical Mujtathth metre, but, as the rhyme 
shows, it is of modern origin. The song can be downloaded from the 
same website as the preceding one; the version to be found there is strik-
ing because of the singer’s androgynous voice and the strange pronuncia-
tion of the Arabic letter r ’. At the wedding, it is sung by a trio. 

5. A Conservative Scholar’s Approval of Singing nash ds

Songs like these two are called nash d or unsh da in Arabic; the plural 
forms are nash ’id, ansh d and an sh d. If the form nash d or an sh d is 
typed into a search engine (in Arabic characters, of course), the result is a 
huge number of hits yielding either song lyrics, or, more often, audio 
files. Not all nash ds display such a Jihadist character as the two exam-
ples sung at Bahaji’s wedding. A nash d may have a non-political and 
non-religious character; the semantic core of the term is just ‘song, 
hymn’. But in a narrower sense, nash d is a political or religious (or 
religio-political) song.256 The volume of examples of this special type 
that is accessible on the Web is so large that it could be subject of more 
than one doctoral dissertation. 
 Although Islamic civilization developed a rich heritage of music, 
orthodox circles always had strong objections to various modes of musi-
cal activity. The best-known and most extreme example is the Taliban 
regime’s complete ban on music in Afghanistan. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that the conformity of the nash ds (or unsh das) with ‘true Islam’ 
has been discussed. For example, on the previously mentioned website, 
Islaam.net, the ruling of the Salaf  scholar N ir al-D n al-Alb n 257 is 
quoted, obviously to ease concerns about the ‘Islamic admissibility’ of 
these songs. It reads: 

If these nashîds have ‘Islamic’ meanings whilst not having in them any 

musical instruments such as duffs, other drums, or the like, then there is 

no problem in this. However, it is necessary to explain an important 

prerequisite for their permissibility, and that is that they should be free of 

anything contradicting the shari’ah such as excessiveness and the like. 

Then another condition is that it should not become a habit because that 

diverts listeners [of the nashîds] from the recitation of the Qur’ân, which 

is encouraged in the Prophetic, purified, sunnah. Likewise, it diverts them 

from seeking beneficial knowledge and calling to Allâh subhanahu. As 

for the use of duffs in nashids, then this is permissible for women when 

amongst themselves, and not for men, and on ‘îd and on weddings only. 
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Indeed, both songs in their more professional versions on the Web as 
well as in their renditions at the wedding are purely vocal music. 

6. Insider Assessments of the History and Function of nash ds

On 27 September 2003, the Arabic newspaper Asharq Al-Awsat258

published an article by Mu ammad al-Sh fi‘  entitled ‘Dispute among 
fundamentalists on the use of files on “The Black-eyed Virgins” for the 
mobilization of the fighters of al-Qaeda’.259 Here is a translation of the 
most important paragraphs of this well-informed article: 

A dispute has arisen among fundamentalists (u liyy n) about the recent 

release of data bearing the name ‘The Black-eyed Virgins’ (al- r al-‘ n). 

This is the designation of three audio files by a number of scholars 

belonging to fundamentalist organizations in the Gulf region. Their aim is 

to promote mobilization of fighters for al-Qaeda. The ‘Jihad Club’ (al-
Muntad  al-jih d ) posted these files on the site Balsam al- m n (‘The 

Balm of Faith’) the day before yesterday.260 Other websites close to al-

Qaeda disseminated the files, which exhort Muslims to renounce the 

world and direct their hopes to the beauty of the paradise virgins… The 

propagandists concentrate their efforts on depicting these virgins and the 

delight awaiting the martyrs. 

 The three files were produced by someone who calls himself ‘The 

Eastern Scholar’ (al- lib al-sharq ), which is the alias of a fundamental-

ist leader close to al-Qaeda. He is the very person who formerly produced 

files bearing the name ‘Jihad is your duty’ (‘alaykum bi-l-jih d). 

 The Libyan Islamist (isl m ) Nu‘m n Ibn ‘Uthm n told Asharq Alawsat 

in a phone conversation that fundamentalists have collected such files 

since the days of Afghanistan. The expert on fundamentalist movements 

added that in about 90 per cent of the cases the incentive for the Mujahid 

to sacrifice his life is the expected reward in the Hereafter, especially the 

joy found with the paradise virgins… 

 ‘Umar al-Bakr , leader of the movement al-Muh jir n, the largest 

fundamentalist organization in Britain, told Asharq Alawsat that the 

Islamists have been repeating their nash ds for 25 years and dream day 

and night (of paradise), saying ‘The light fills my eyes, and the paradise 

virgins sit in the grasp of my right hand, and I am like an angel singing 

amidst gardens and springs’.261 The Syrian fundamentalist explained that 

‘the audio files come under the heading of inciting interest in jihad, of 

instigating and impelling to it’. He added that those who belong to Jihad-

ist circles know the descriptions of the paradise virgins by heart, as they 

are based on Koranic passages and Prophetic tradition. He said that the 

mujahedin in Iraq, Afghanistan and Chechnya long primarily for paradise 

with its virgins, its rivers, milk and honey…262
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 [Dr H n  al-Sib ‘ , an Islamist who hails from Egypt and directs the al-

Maqr z  Institute in London] said that there is one famous paradise virgin 

called al-‘Ayn ’, for whom all fighters of al-Qaeda long and whom they 

desire for themselves. If she unveiled her face, the light of it would extin-

guish the sun…263

7. Conclusions

The wedding ceremony was an event that brought together some impor-
tant members of the Hamburg group and a wider public. Many guests are 
sure to have had their reservations about its radical Jihadist ring. But 
although the missionary character of the event is obvious, we may 
assume that the ritual of singing was an important element for bringing 
about coherence within the Hamburg group itself. Songs about jihad, 
martyrdom and houris were composed, sung and recorded from the early 
days of the war against the Soviets in Afghanistan. In former days, these 
songs were distributed in cassette form; nowadays, the Web facilitates 
the spread of this means of propaganda and recruitment to an extent that 
was inconceivable as recently as the early 1990s. The high technical 
standard of these files and their undeniable aesthetic value will only add 
to their suggestive effect. And the paradise virgins are as present in this 
sort of poetry set to music as they are in the Spiritual Manual.

8. Arabic Text of the Songs

The song in scene 4: 

1. y  ‘ bida l- aramayni law ab artan la-‘alimta annaka bi-l-‘ib dati
tal‘ab

2. man k na yakh ibu khaddah  bi-
dum ‘ih

fa-nu run  bi-dim ’in
tatakha ab

3. aw k na yut‘ibu khaylah  f  b ilin fa-khuy lun  yawma l- ab ati 
tat‘ab

4. r u l-‘ab ri lakum wa-na nu
‘ab run

wahaju l-san biki wa-l-ghub ru l-
a yab

5. wa-la-qad at n  min maq li
nabiyyin

qawlun a un diqun l  yakdhib

6. l  yastaw  wa-ghub ru khayli ll hi f anfi mri’in wa-dukh nu n rin tulhab
7. h dh  kit bu ll hi yan iqu baynan laysa l-shah du bi-mayyitin l

yakdhib

The order in which the lines are sung is: 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 1, 2, 5, 5, 6, 1, 
2, 7, 7, 7, 1, 2. 
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The song in scene 5: 

1. shi’tu l- ay ta mat ‘an wa-ri latan wa- ir ‘an
2. wa-khtartu darb  bi-nafs wa-sirtu f hi sir ‘an
3. wa- irtu n ran wa-n ran wa-ghinwatan wa-‘ab ran
4. att  qa aytu shah dan mura iban bi-l-man ni
5. al-n ru mil’u ‘uy n wa-l- ru milku yam n
6. wa-ka-l-mal ki ughann f  jannatin wa-‘uy nin
7. h dh  l-jin nu mar wa-‘i ruh  min jir
8. si run wa-raw un wa-r un y  qalbu ayyu raw in
9. jull siya l-anbiy ’u wa-ikhwat  l-shuhad ’u
10. wa-ll hu yulq  ‘alayn il la ubbin an nin
11. f  jannati ll hi a y f  alfi duny  wa-duny
12. wa-m  tamannaytu shay’an ill  at n  sar ‘an
13 fa-l  taq l  khasirn man gh ba bi-l-amsi ‘ann
14. in k na f  l-khuldi khusrun fa-l-khayru an takhsar n

The first word of line 8, si run, is taken from the text and audio versions 
available on the Internet; on the video, some other word is sung which I 
could not identify. sar ‘an in line 12 is taken from the text version on the 
Internet; on the video as well as in the audio version from the Web, 
sar ‘an is definitively not sung. The order in which the lines are sung is: 
1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6 (second half), 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9, 10, 10, 5, 5, 6, 
6 (second half), 11, 11, 12, 12, 13, 13, 14, 14 (second half), 14 (second 
half).
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